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Reviewed by Donna 

What do you do with the rejects from MI5? You throw them in Slough 

House. Slough House is the dumping ground for those who have committed 

gross errors of judgment or who have foolishly made enemies of powerful 

figures. Its overlord is Jackson Lamb. 

Jackson Lamb rules over Slough House and its failed spies, like his own 

personal fiefdom – I don’t think of you as a team, I think of you as collateral 

damage. Jackson Lamb is unquestionably gross and obscene – jaded and 

bitter, unhygienic, definitely not politically correct and big on flatulence. 

Lamb cuts his way through the pages, like a bigger version of Reginal Hill’s 

Andy Dalziel (Fat Andy), but he is not nearly so kind, spraying his acerbic wit 

in all directions. 

This series is a nod to John Le Carre’s George Smiley books, but with a heavy dose of black humour. 

The crises of Slough House are set after the Cold War – post Soviet Russia and the Middle East, 

terrorist attacks and the failures of pre-Brexit Britain. Strong and smart plots with plenty of spills, 

this series is a strong addition to the espionage genre. Where it differs is in its satirical writing. The 

cast of dysfunctional characters in Slough House allows Mick Herron to challenge a society that is 

becoming increasingly sensitive to public discussion.  

One reviewer has commented that while Lamb’s gang is incompetent and psychopathic, they are the 

last best hope of the nation in comparison with more reliable political and security services. Will 

those who are best watching their mouths always be best at watching our backs? 

The Slough House series is also known as the Jackson Lamb series and the first is called Slow Horses. 

There are currently six novels, with a couple of novellas in the mix. There is another due out this year 

(hurrah!!) and it is best to read these is sequence, just to follow the mishaps of the characters along 

the way. It has won a stack of awards and is being made into a TV series for Apple TV starring Gary 

Coleman as the grotesque Jackson Lamb (Gary Coleman played George Smiley in the 2011 film 

Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy). 

This is one of my favourite series – I love it for its solid plots and subversiveness and crazy messed up 

characters. While Jackson Lamb takes great delight in humiliating his joes, they are first and 

foremost his joes and he’s always got their back, well, usually.  But that black humour that the Brits 

do so well is what gets me everytime. Big smiles on my face for this series.      

Interested in titles in the series? Reserve your copies here 

https://nrpl.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/newcastle/search/results?qu=slough+house&te=&rt=false%7C%7C%7CSERIES%7C%7C%7CSeries

